SANFORD, Fla. -- Dozens of the nation's top soccer clubs are ringing in the new year in a Sunshine State showcase.

The first two days of the ECNL U16-U18/19 national event in Florida are in the books. Here are some players who shined on Friday and Saturday.

**F Claudia Dipasupil, Match Fit Academy U18/19** -- The forward was involved in both her team's goals thus far, each coming off set pieces. She scored on Friday and delivered a corner which skipped to the waiting foot of Ava Dziazdio for a tap-in on Saturday.

**F Jameese Joseph, Bethesda SC U18/19** -- The three-star forward tormented Florida Krush with her power and pace, eventually netting a penalty in a 4-1 win.

**M Jane Oicct, Bethesda SC U18/19** -- In the same game, the midfielder played the switching ball resulting in Kiersten 'Yuhas' go-ahead goal and slotted home the fourth on her own.

**M Macy Harper, Ohio Elite SA U18/19** -- The Xavier signee showed plenty of composure in roofing a penalty into the top left corner, the opening goal of Saturday's 2-1 victory over Verdas.

**F Olivia Pearse, East Meadow SC U16** -- Subbed on for the final 15 minutes on Saturday, Pearse made the most of the opportunity. She netted a hat trick, including a 30-yard chip into the top right corner.

**F Kelsey Smith, Maryland United U16** -- The dynamic forward found her way behind Florida Elite's back line and created plenty of chances.

**F Alayna Lynchard, Maryland United U16** -- A possession-oriented center back, Lynchard was a presence in the air and slowed down Florida Elite's attack to keep a clean sheet.

**F Graceann Murphy, East Meadow SC U18/19** -- The forward struck for two of her club's three first-half goals against Tampa Bay United.

**M Maggie Hultquist, Pacific Northwest SC U17** -- Hultquist won a key tackle in midfield, which set Pacific Northwest onto the attack and led to Alyssa Gray's icebreaker in a 4-0 win over Bethesda SC.

**M Ashley Nguyen, Pacific Northwest SC U17** -- Regarded as the smallest player on her team, Nguyen controlled the pace of the game and slotted home a penalty on Saturday.

**F Aleia Gisolfi-McCready, FC Stars West U17** -- Beating defenders off the dribble at will, Gisolfi-McCready set up FC Stars' first two goals in a 4-0 rout of Eclipse Select SC Solar.

**D Emily Royson, PDA Blue U17** -- The Duke commit turned in another typically strong performance, organizing PDA from the back in a 2-0 win against Ohio Elite.

**F Natalie Oliver, Tampa Bay United U18/19** -- Listed as a defender in American University's signing class, Oliver touched home the winner with 3 minutes left as Tampa Bay United rallied for a 4-3 win over East Meadow after trailing by a pair of goals at halftime.

**M Makeda Clements, Seattle United U16** -- Placed into an attacking role on Saturday against Orlando City, Clements flashed with a decisive first touch and a nearly 30-yard strike into the side netting.

**M Elle Jones, Seattle United U16** -- Jones got Seattle United started on the right foot with a goal Friday and added a big defensive effort the following day, displaying a tireless work rate.

**F/M Michaela Clark, Loudoun Soccer U18/19** -- Clark tracked down Sophia Roche's through ball, poked it past Jacksonville Armada's keeper and coolly finished into an open net. That first-half goal salvaged a 1-1 draw for Loudoun.

**GK Megan Hessel, Albion Hurricanes U17** -- AHFC came away with a 0-0 draw against McLean, largely due to a pair of sparkling saves from its keeper. Hessel dove to stop Isabella Unrath's free kick from the edge of the penalty area and denied Lauren Flynn moments later on a near-breakaway.
F Ella Richards, Eclipse Select U17 -- The physical striker has shown off her prowess in shielding the ball from defenders and recorded consecutive multi-goal games to open the weekend.

F Isabel Kimberly, Jacksonville Armada U16 -- Known to her teammates as "Izzy," the USC commit notched both goals in Friday’s 2-1 win over North Carolina Fusion, including a winner in the final minute of regulation.

GK Alex Thomas, Michigan Hawks Black U18/19 -- The Hawks have won both games by 2-1 scorelines, and their keeper has come up big when it’s mattered. Thomas stopped half a dozen shots on Friday against South Carolina United.

M Amanda Hartmann and D Addison Marlett, Orlando City U17 -- The duo combined for three assists and played every minute of Friday’s 3-1 win over D’Feeters SC. The hometown Lions drew Sting Austin, 0-0, later Saturday afternoon.

M Gigi Day, FSA FC U16 -- The technically capable midfielder tied her Friday match with a rabona finish on a well-placed cross from teammate Shannon Litchfield.

F Amanda Winquist, Internationals U17 -- Winquist scored three goals in Internationals win over BRYC on the opening day. Taylor Huff had a goal and an assist in the win.

F Lilliana Gemma, PDA Blue U17 -- Gemma scored a goal on Saturday in PDA’s win over Ohio Elite.

F Ania Prussak, PDA Blue ECNL U16 -- Prussak scored two goals and recorded an assist for PDA in the opening two games from the Event.
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